Soviet Papers Comment on 'Atom' Cake

Moscow, Nov. 17 (AP).—Two Soviet newspapers took cognizance today of the recent serving at an American officers' club of a cake shaped like an atom bomb explosion and one commented that American "atomists" would "like to stew a big atomic kasha and make millions of peaceful people bear the consequences."

The reference to kasha, a Russian cereal, was by the government newspaper Izvestia, which illustrated its story by a picture of a portly gentleman in a morning coat cutting a cake. Trud, the trade union newspaper, was the other newspaper that referred to the "atomic cake."

(A cake in the form of an atomic bomb was served at the officers club of the Army War College in Washington nearly two weeks ago celebrating the dissolution of the joint Army-Navy task force which carried out the Bikini atom bomb tests.

(A photographer showing Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy, commander of the task force: Rear Admiral F. J. Lowry and Mrs. Blandy standing around the cake was sharply criticized from the pulpit last Sunday by the Rev. A. Powell Davies, Washington Unitarian minister.)